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ABSTRACT During COVID-19 the new normal became an increased reliance on remote connectivity, and
that fact is far away to change any time soon. The increasing number of networked devices connected to the
Internet is causing an exponential growth of botnets. Subsequently, the number of DDoS (Distributed Denial
of Service) attacks registered around the world also increased, especially during the pandemic lockdown.
Therefore, it is crucial to understand how botnets are formed and how bots propagate within networks. In
particular, analytic modelling of the botnets epidemic process is an essential component for understanding
DDoS attacks, and thus mitigate their impact. In this paper, we propose two analytic epidemic models; (i)
the first one for enterprise Software Define Networks (SDN) based on the SEIRS (Susceptible - Exposed -
Infected - Recovered) approach, while (ii) the second model is designed for service providers’ SDN, and it
is based on a novel extension of a SEIRS-SEIRS vector-borne approach. Both models illustrate how bots
spread in different types of SDN networks. We found that bot infection behaves in a similar way to human
epidemics, such as the novel COVID-19 outbreak. We present the calculation of the basic reproduction
number Ro for both models and we test the system stability using the next generation matrix approach. We
have validated the models using the final value theorem (FVT), with which we can determine the steady-
state values that provide a better understanding of the propagation process.

INDEX TERMS Networks Security, Cyber-attack Modelling, Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS),
Software Defined Networks (SDN)

I. INTRODUCTION

The COVID-19 pandemic triggered a significant change to
virtualised environment for everyone, providing attackers a
much larger field of opportunities. It was estimated that 20.4
billion devices were connected during 2020 [1], while at
the same time the increase of botnets is exponential (Mirai:
from 35k devices in 2017 up to 230k devices in 2019) and
4.83 million of DDoS (Distributed Denial of Service) attacks
were registered in the first half of 2020 [2]. Showing us the
importance of having reliable and secure online services.
DDoS attacks represent the main threat to the availability
of online applications, services and networks [3]. Then, in-
distinctly of the targets, adversaries or tactics being used, it
is crucial that security professionals keep alert to safeguard
the infrastructure and communication channels that connect
the digital world. During the first half of 2020 adversaries

increased their attacks against critical online platforms and
services such as e-commerce, educational platforms, finan-
cial services, and healthcare services [2]. A radical change
was evidenced in DDoS attack methodology, which changed
into to shorter, faster, harder-hitting complex multi-vector at-
tacks. Meaning that botnet size and their infection dynamics
became key features in order to increase the chances of induc-
ing a successful attack. Botnets have overwhelmed several
critical infrastructure targets with massive DDoS attacks [1]–
[4]. Remarkably, such traffic was generated from hundreds
of thousands of infected hosts. This has been possible due to
different factors, such as efficient spreading and keeping the
botnets behavior simple, allowing it to infect many heteroge-
neous devices [4]. Many botnet variants have been developed
following similar infection schemes, so that they became the
most used and effective way to generate DDoS attacks.
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Mathematical models have become relevant in the study
of infectious diseases [5]. Modelling epidemics allows to
identify crucial parameters, which determine the infection
dynamics. Epidemic mathematical models have proven to be
practical experimental tools for analysing theories and as-
sessing relevant parameters from data. Most of the proposed
models for human epidemics in literature follow the com-
partment modelling approach, such as the single infection-
vector diseases [6]–[9] and the multi-vector (zoonoses) dis-
eases [10]–[14]. It is possible to develop epidemic models
for SDN following the compartmental approach, since the
affected population undergoes through an equivalent pro-
cess as humans do with only slight differences, which are
considered in our proposed models. Epidemic models have
been extensively used as a mathematical tool that allows to
understand malware spread across communication networks.
Early examples that used such approach can be found in
[15], [16], that were subsequently taken as a reference by
different authors [17]–[24]. Modelling allows to identify key
features of the infection process and provide insights on
the proliferation dynamics, which helps to develop detection
and mitigation countermeasures against malware distribution
within networks.

The SDN architecture is divided into application plane,
control plane, data plane and the communication channels
between them (northbound and southbound channel). Central
management, dynamic configuration and flexibility are some
of the benefits brought by SDN [25]. However, with all
these benefits, security challenges arise. The SDN centralised
architecture is prone to DDoS attacks, especially the ones
targeting the controller, switches or the communication chan-
nel between them. DDoS traffic generated by the forwarding
devices or even the controllers, would make the attack more
difficult to be detected and mitigated. And the number of
compromised devices is crucial when launching a DDoS
attack [26]. Hence, modelling the infection processes in SDN
is essential since attackers would seek to infect as many
devices as possible.

We aim to model the botnet infection process in SDN, with
the same fashion as compartmental models follow in human
epidemics. Such modeling method is required to understand
how botnets can be propagated within SDN networks. Al-
lowing to have a better insight about the bot recruitment
cycle is essential within DDoS attacks. As mentioned before,
there are some differences between human epidemics and
malware infections, one of the most relevant is that in hu-
man epidemics the immune system prevents us from getting
infected again [27]. Meanwhile, within the bot infection
process, once a node recovers from the infection it can
become susceptible to be infected again. The reason relies
on that new vulnerabilities can be found to infect the devices
again with the same malware. Or the attacker could perform
small changes to the malware code so it won’t be detected by
anti-malware tools (polymorphic and metamorphic malware
[28]). We propose two epidemic models to represent botnet
propagation within SDN devices for two different scenarios.

The first one for SDN enterprise networks which is a SEIRS
model. The second one is designed for SDN service provider
networks, and it is a SEIRS-SEIRS model. Both models
illustrate how bots spread in different types of SDN networks.
In our specific cases, the enterprise model is similar to the
COVID-19 models proposed so far [6]. While the service
provider (SP) model is comparable to zoonoses models, such
as the Zika virus [10], where infection between different
species is possible. For the SP model we propose that it
is possible to have infection vectors from the controller to
the switches and also among the last ones. Also, we proved
how fast and critical the botnet infections are able to spread
within the SDN network when the reproduction number
Ro reaches values greater than 1. Finally, we validated the
models by finding the steady-state values of the systems
using the final value theorem (FVT). The steady-state values
are relevant to our models since they allow to have a deeper
understanding of the epidemic process. Such understanding
in SDN is fundamental in the development of prevention
and mitigation techniques. The proposed models allow to
understand how maintaining and ensuring a low infection
rate and a high recovery rate would stop the spread of botnet
malware within SDN networks. Such achievement could be
obtained by following well defined security methodologies
and processes.

The rest of the article is organised as follows. Section II
introduces the related work done so far regarding epidemic
in communication networks. Section III presents the back-
ground of epidemic models in order to understand how they
can be used in SDN epidemic processes. In Section IV we
propose two epidemic models for SDN, the first one for
enterprise networks and the second one for service provider
networks. Section V presents the simulations that were car-
ried out to evaluate the models. Finally, in Section VI we
conclude this article.

II. RELATED WORK

Large-scale DDoS attacks involve threats from multiple cate-
gories, usually requiring multi-pronged defense mechanisms
combining several defense approaches [29]. The efficiency
of DDoS attacks depends on different aspects, one of the
most important is the size of the botnet used to launch an
attack [26]. Botnets creation process relies upon malware
dissemination dynamics, accordingly, understanding such
behaviour becomes relevant. Human epidemics and com-
putational viruses share similar characteristics [15], so that
the mathematical epidemiology theory [30] can be applied
to analyse malware propagation within communication net-
works. Kephart and White were pioneers in adapting human
epidemic models into malware modelling techniques [15],
[16]. They proposed a SIS model in which PCs can be either
susceptible or infected, but this assumption leaves out states
that have to be included as part of the model. A device
is not necessarily capable of spreading the malware at the
time it gets infected. As in human epidemics, it may need
an incubation period in order to start spreading the malware
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over the rest of the network [17]. There is also the possibility
of clearing the malware from the infected devices, which
means that they can be recovered and will no longer be able
to spread the infection. Finally, unlike human epidemics, a
device that recovers from the infection not necessary gains
immunity and it could be infected again. So devices can
become susceptible again going over the infection process
one more time.

Dadlani et al. [31] proposed a redefined SIS model, con-
sidering [15] approach, in which they incorporate differ-
ent infection stages and propagation vectors for scale-free
networks. Even though their approach did not consider the
exposed and recovered states, the inclusion of infection delay
and propagation vectors opened the door to their inclusion
in future models. Chen et al. [32] defined a SIR model
to characterise the dynamics of information dissemination
within networks in order to identify an optimal control policy.
In their model they proposed intermediate states between the
susceptible and infected nodes and also between recovered
and susceptible devices. For example a node could be suscep-
tible yet potentially infected. However, this intermediate state
should be given a more specific treatment. When a node is al-
ready infected but not yet infectious, it should be considered
as an exposed node. Taynitskiy et al. [18] proposed a time
continuous SIR model in which they included two different
types of malware for homogeneous populations. However, it
is possible to consider a heterogeneous environment in which
cross-platform malicious code is designed to infiltrate and
infect nodes running different operating systems [17]. These
models do not take into account all the considerations that
we propose. They only consider SIS approaches, leaving out
states that have to be included to have a better comprehension
of the propagation process.

Hosseini et al. [33] formulated a global approach of the
SEIRS model to study the malware propagation dynam-
ics in scale-free-networks (SFNs). SFNs could be social,
economical or technological complex systems, in which a
few nodes are linked to many other nodes of the popula-
tion. Even though SFNs share some similarities, a narrowed
approach for specific scenarios and types of networks is
required. This will allow to identify inherent features and
behaviours of each system, thus allowing to propose specific
and optimised mitigation solutions. Proof of the need to
design specific models according to the environment where
they are developed is shown by Androulidakis et al. [34].
Where they proposed a SEIR epidemic model for Private
Branch eXchanges (PBX) networks, proving that only 2 days
were enough to spread the malware. However, the model
does not consider the chance of the nodes being infected
again after the malware is removed which is possible as we
already stated. Models developed for specific scenarios and
environments can be also found for mobile wireless sensors
networks (WSN) [19], [20], [35], [36]; mobile devices [21],
[37]; social networks [22], [38]; IoT networks [23]; industrial
control system (ICS) networks [24].

Models regarding the epidemics infectious process in SDN

networks have not been completely analysed and understood
so far. Wang et al. [39] studied a heterogeneous SIS model to
evaluate the security performance in SDN. Where they pro-
posed a coloring algorithm to limit the ability of a malicious
controller to compromise its neighboring controllers. Lui et
al. [40] presented a SIS dynamic model with a time-varying
community network to analyse the spreading processes of
malware in SDN. However, these models did not consider the
fact that the controllers can also infect the forwarding devices
as we do in our models. As well as the previous models,
necessary infection states were left behind, which are consid-
ered in our SEIRS models. Additionally, the estimation of the
basic reproduction number and the stability analysis was not
evaluated, which is done for the models we are presenting.
Finally, we presented the theoretical model validation using
the final value theorem (FVT), task that has not been done in
any of the existing models so far.

It is important to mention that ordinary differential equa-
tions (ODEs) have been used to analyse epidemics dissem-
ination dynamics within the different variants of the afore-
mentioned research topics [32].

III. EPIDEMIC MODELLING BACKGROUND

In order to understand why and how epidemic models could
be applied to analyse malware spread within communication
networks, we have to analyse how epidemics are modelled
for humans diseases. Mathematical models have become
important tools in analysing the spread and control of in-
fectious diseases [5]. Modelling diseases helps to recognise
assumptions, variables, and parameters; such as thresholds,
basic reproduction numbers, contact numbers, and replace-
ment numbers, which determine the infection dynamics.
Mathematical models in epidemics have proven to be useful
experimental tools for analysing theories, estimating quan-
titative hypothesis, and assessing relevant parameters from
data. In order to achieve optimised approaches to decrease
the proliferation of diseases in communities it is required
to understand their transmission behaviour. Epidemiology
models are implemented to develop, evaluate, and improve
the existing detection, prevention and control programs.
Therefore, modelling contributes to the design and analysis
of epidemiological data recollection, trends identification,
and forecasting [5]. Said information, analysis and evaluation
can be also applied to understand and prevent malware prolif-
eration within communication networks such as SDN. Most
human epidemics in the literature follow the compartment
modelling approach [5], [6], [10]–[14], [41]–[45], in which
the affected population moves within a finite number of
discrete states as shown in Figure 1.

States or compartments are labeled according to the epi-
demiological class they belong to, which commonly include
but not limited to: Susceptible (S), Exposed (E), Infected (I)
and Recovered (R) [5]. Susceptible individuals are those who
do not have immunity against the disease being analysed,
which means they could be infected. For an individual to
become infected it needs to have contact with infected indi-
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FIGURE 1: Compartment Model in Human Epidemics (S -
Susceptible, E - Exposed, I - Infected, R - Recovered).

viduals so that the transmission can occur. Once it happens,
the susceptible individual becomes exposed, which means
that they are already infected but not yet infectious. After the
incubation period ends, individuals move into the infected
compartment, where they are infectious and able to spread
the disease. Depending on the disease, individuals can either
die or recover from it. Upon recovery, individuals move to the
recovered state, in which they could have infection-acquired
immunity [5] or become susceptible again depending on the
disease. The first step to build a model is to choose which
compartments need to be included based on the specific
characteristics of the epidemic. From this selection the model
is given an acronym to identify it. For example, within an
scenario where susceptible individuals become exposed, then
infected and finally recovered with permanent immunity, the
identifier acronym for such model is SEIR. If individuals
have temporary immunity so that they can regain their sus-
ceptibility, the model identifier is SEIRS. The dynamics of
compartmental models are described by a system of non-
linear ordinary differential equations (ODEs) [42], which
represent the evolution of the number of individuals within
each state in time. To identify if the disease can spread
among the susceptible individuals it is required to estimate
the number of secondary cases produced by an infected
individual during its infectiousness period of time [41]. This
value is known as the basic reproduction number Ro. The
calculation of Ro is obtained from the ODEs equations that
indicate the appearance of new infected individuals and their
state changes. This subsystem needs to be linearised so it
can be described by a matrix which correlates the numbers
of new infected individuals within the different categories in
consecutive generations. This matrix is named as the next
generation matrix (NGM) [41], [42]. The NGM matrix is
used to calculate Ro when the system is at disease free
equilibrium (DFE). In which,

Ro = ρ(FV
−1), (1)

where F is the transmission matrix which describes the
production of new infections; V −1 is the transition matrix
which describes the transfers of infections from one state to
another; and ρ denotes the spectral radius of the resultant
matrix FV

−1. So we can say that Ro is the dominant
eigenvalue of the FV

−1 resultant matrix.

IV. SDN EPIDEMIC MODEL

In section II we explained how epidemics are modelled for
humans diseases, where most of the proposed models in
literature follow the compartment modelling approach [6],
[10]–[14], [45]. In which the affected populations move
between different states as shown in Figure 1. The botnet
infection process in SDN can be modelled in a similar way
as in human diseases since the affected population undergoes
through an equivalent process with only slight differences,
which are considered in our proposed models. Within human
epidemics, the immune system prevents us from getting in-
fected again [27]. However, within the bot infection process,
after a node recovers from the infected state it can become
susceptible to be infected again. This is possible because new
vulnerabilities can be found to infect the devices again. Or
the attacker could change the malware code so it won’t be
detected by anti-malware tools (polymorphic and metamor-
phic malware [28]).

The SDN centralised architecture is prone to DDoS at-
tacks, specially the ones that target the controller, switches
or the communication channel between them. If the DDoS
traffic is generated by the forwarding devices or even the
controllers, it would make the attack stealthier, increasing
the probabilities of success. Also as proven in [26], the
number of compromised devices is crucial when launching
a DDoS attack. Attackers would seek to infect as many SDN
devices as possible, then modelling the infection processes
is essential. We propose two epidemic models to represent
botnet propagation within SDN devices for two different sce-
narios. The first one for SDN enterprise networks is a SEIRS
model. The second one is designed for SDN service provider
networks, and it is a SEIRS-SEIRS model. Both models
illustrate how bots spread in different types of SDN networks.
The existing models in literature do not take into account all
the considerations that we study, they only contemplate SIS
approaches. Leaving out the exposed and recovered states
that are required in order to have a more precise analysis
of the infection process. Therefore, we compare our models
with the approaches used for Zika and COVID-19 diseases
because they share equivalent infection vectors. In specific,
the enterprise model is similar to the COVID-19 models
proposed so far [6]. While the service provider (SP) model is
comparable to zoonoses models, such as the Zika virus [10],
where infection among different species is possible. For the
SP model we propose that is possible to have infection
vectors from the controller to the switches and also amid the
last ones.

A. ENTERPRISE EPIDEMIC MODEL

Enterprise SDN networks architecture is smaller and simpler
than service provider SDN networks. Thus, the enterprise
SDN can be managed by one centralised controller, and in
some specific cases there could be a standby controller for
high availability of the network. Meaning that there is only
one infection vector among the forwarding devices. Under
this scenario, we propose a compartmental epidemic model in
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which the forwarding devices could be affected by malware
and afterwards the infection will spread amid the switches
population as represented in Figure 2.

FIGURE 2: Enterprise Infection Scenario.

Our enterprise system is represented with a state diagram
in Figure 3 according to the compartmental modelling ap-
proach.

FIGURE 3: Enterprise Model State Diagram.

The enterprise epidemic model is represented by the fol-
lowing system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs):

dSS

dt
= −βSSIS + αRS

dES

dt
= βSSIS − ǫES

dIS
dt

= ǫES − γIS

dRS

dt
= γIS − αRS

(2)

where, SS are the susceptible class nodes of total popu-
lation, ES are the exposed class nodes of total population,
IS are the infectious class nodes, RS are the recovered class
nodes. Furthermore, we define the compartments as asset of
ωE as follows:

ωE = {SS , ES , IS , RS} (3)

β is the transition rate of the nodes from susceptible class
to exposed class. ǫ is the transition rate of nodes from ex-
posed class to infectious class, γ is the recovery rate, α is the

transition rate of nodes from recovered class to susceptible
class due loss of immunity. The total population is given by:

SS + ES + IS +RS = 1 (4)

The next step is to determine the basic reproduction num-
ber Ro to analyse the dynamics of the system. Ro is the
average number of new cases within an infection process
caused by one infected individual, considering a population
of susceptible devices only [42]. A Ro with a value lower
than 1 indicates that one infected device produces less than
one new infected device during its infectious period, then the
infection won’t proliferate. Contrariwise, when Ro is greater
than 1, each infectious device is capable to infect, on average,
to more than one susceptible device and spread the infection
all over the population. We used the next generation matrix
(NGM) approach [41], [42] in order to calculate Ro when the
system is at disease free equilibrium (DFE) by using equation
(1). Where F is the transmission matrix which describes the
production of new infections; V −1 is the transition matrix
which describes the transfers of infections from one state to
another; and ρ denotes the spectral radius of the resultant
matrix FV

−1. For our model the resultant matrices F and
V

−1 are:

F =

(

0 βSS

0 0

)

(5)

and,

V
−1 =

(

1/ǫ 0
1/γ 1/γ

)

(6)

then:

FV
−1 =

(

βSS/γ βSS/γ
0 0

)

(7)

After building the next generation matrix for compart-
mental epidemic models the reproduction number Ro is the
dominant eigenvalue of the matrix FV

−1 [42], so that:

Ro =
βSS

γ
(8)

TABLE 1: Enterprise Epidemic Model Notations.

Parameter Notation

Susceptible class nodes SS

Exposed class nodes ES

Infected class nodes IS
Recovered class nodes RS

SS to ES transition rate β
ES to IS transition rate ǫ
IS to RS transition rate γ
RS to SS transition rate α
Enterprise system ωE

Basic reproduction number Ro

Transmission matrix F

Transition matrix V
−1
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B. SERVICE PROVIDER EPIDEMIC MODEL

Service provider (SP) SDN networks architecture is more
complex and by far it includes more devices than the enter-
prise SDN networks. Meaning that more devices could be
infected and become part of a more threatening botnet. In
order to have an scalable and manageable network within
SP SDN, more than one controller is required. This means
that there are two infection vectors. The first one between
all the controllers of the system. The second one considers
the spread vector from the controllers to the forwarding
devices. And once the later become infectious they are able
to proliferate the infection between the rest of the forwarding
devices. Under these considerations, we propose a compart-
mental epidemic model in which the controllers could be
affected by malware and afterwards the infection will spread
between them and also the forwarding devices population as
represented in Figure 4.

FIGURE 4: Service Provider Infection Scenario.

The proposed SP system is represented with an state
diagram in Figure 5 according to the compartmental mod-
elling approach, in which it is possible to appreciate that
the controllers network infected compartment affects also the
forwarding devices susceptible compartment. This behaviour
is reflected in the mathematical representation of the system.

The SP epidemic model is represented by a system of
ordinary differential equations (ODEs) as follows:

FIGURE 5: Service Provider Model State Diagram.

dSS

dt
= −βSSS(IC + IS) + αSRS

dES

dt
= βSSS(IC + IS)− ǫSES

dIS
dt

= ǫSES − γSIS

dRS

dt
= γSIS − αSRS

dSC

dt
= −βCSCIC + αCRC

dEC

dt
= βCSCIC − ǫCEC

dIC
dt

= ǫCEC − γCIC

dRC

dt
= γCIC − αCRC

(9)

where, SS are the susceptible class nodes of the switches
population, ES are the exposed class nodes of the switches
population, IS are the infectious class nodes of the switches
population, RS are the recovered class nodes of the switches
population. SC are the susceptible class nodes of the con-
trollers’ population, EC are the exposed class nodes of the
controllers’ population, IC are the infectious class nodes of
the controllers’ population, RC are the recovered class nodes
of the controllers’ population. Furthermore, we define the
compartments as asset of ωSP as follows:

ωSP = {SS , ES , IS , RS , SC , EC , IC , RC} (10)

βS and βC are transition rates of the nodes from suscepti-
ble class to exposed class. ǫS and ǫC are the transition rates
of nodes from exposed class to infectious class, γS and γC
are the recovery rates, αS and αC are the transition rates of
nodes from recovered class to susceptible class due loss of
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TABLE 2: SP Epidemic Model Notations.

Parameter Notation

Susceptible Switches class nodes SS

Exposed Switches class nodes ES

Infected Switches class nodes IS
Recovered Switches class nodes RS

Susceptible Controllers class nodes SC

Exposed Controllers class nodes EC

Infected Controllers class nodes IC
Recovered Controllers class nodes RC

S to E transition rates βS , βC

E to I transition rates ǫS , ǫC
I to R transition rates γS , γC
R to S transition rates αS , αC

Service Provider system ωSP

Basic reproduction number Ro

Transmission matrix F

Transition matrix V
−1

immunity. The total population of the two infection vectors
is given by:

SS + ES + IS +RS = 1

SC + EC + IC +RC = 1
(11)

Where both population sizes are independent from each
other, however the number of infected forwarding devices is
impacted by the amount of infected controllers.

The next step is to determine the basic reproduction num-
ber Ro to analyse the dynamics of the system. As we did
with the enterprise model, we used the next generation matrix
(NGM) approach [41], [42] in order to calculate Ro when the
system is at disease free equilibrium (DFE). The SP model
resultant matrices F and V

−1 are:

F =









0 βSSS 0 βSSS

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 βCSC

0 0 0 0









(12)

and,

V
−1 =









1/ǫS 0 0 0
1/γS 1/γS 0 0
0 0 1/ǫC 0
0 0 1/γC 1/γC









(13)

then:

FV
−1 =









βSSS/γS βSSS/γS βSSS/γC βSSS/γC
0 0 0 0
0 0 βCSC/γC βCSC/γC
0 0 0 0









(14)
From the next generation matrix (NGM) for compartmen-

tal epidemic models we know that the reproduction number
Ro is the dominant eigenvalue of the matrix FV

−1 [42], but

for the SP model we found that we have two eigenvalues as
follows:

λ(FV
−1) =









0
0

βCSC/γC
βSSS/γS









(15)

According to [42], to determine which of the values is the
dominant eigenvalue we have to build an auxiliary matrix E

that singles out the rows and columns relevant to the reduced
set of states. Where E has the same number of rows as F .
Then we place one column of E for each non-zero row of
F or for each state at infection. The columns of E have a
one in the row that corresponds to the non-zero row of F ,
and zeros elsewhere. In other words, we create a matrix E

whose columns consist of unit vectors relating to non-zero
rows of F only. Then the next generation matrix is computed
as E′

FV
−1

E. The E auxiliary matrix for our model is:

E =









1 0
0 0
0 1
0 0









(16)

Computing E
′
FV

−1
E we get:

E
′
FV

−1
E =

(

βSSS/γS βSSS/γC
0 βCSC/γC

)

(17)

The dominant eigenvalue for a 2x2 matrix can be obtained
by computing the spectral radius of the matrix. Hence, Ro

can be obtained from the trace and the determinant of the
matrix as follows [42]:

Ro = ρ(NGM)

=
1

2

(

Tr(NGM) +
√

Tr(NGM)2 − 4|NGM |
)

(18)

then,

Ro =
βCSC

γC
(19)

V. MODEL SIMULATIONS

Simulations are carried out using Matlab software, the first
step is to define the function that will allow us to solve
the ordinary differential equation (ODE) system. Within the
mentioned function, we set the number of ODEs’ according
to the model under analysis. Then the period of time in which
the system will become stable needs to be set. Afterwards
the initial condition parameters are defined. Finally we call
the ode45 function in Matlab in order to solve the system
and get the results of its behaviour. The main purpose of
the model simulations is to evaluate the system stability and
the bot infection behaviour under different scenarios. Since
there is no similar model for SDN networks, we used the
transition rates utilised in human epidemics that share similar
infection vectors compared to our proposed models. The
transition rates affect the model dynamics in the way how
the individuals get exposed, infected, recovered and become
susceptible again.
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FIGURE 6: Reproduction Number Stability Analysis - Enterprise Scenario - Susceptible (S), Exposed (E), Infected (I) and
Recovered (R).
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FIGURE 7: Enterprise System Evolution in Time. t0 = initial condition - t150 = steady condition.

A. ENTERPRISE MODEL SIMULATIONS

The transition parameters used for the simulations are taken
from the Covid-19 model proposed in [6], which correspond
to β=0.506, ǫ=0.0903, γ=0.0668 and α=0.0055. We estab-
lished the initial conditions to be {SS , ES , IS , RS} = {0.70,
0.10, 0.10, 0.10} (Table 3). To prove the stability of the
system we perform the simulations when Ro > 1 as shown
in figure 6.a. Where the system is in endemic equilibrium,
meaning that the different devices are going to move among
different states in time according to the transition parameters.
A graphical representation of such behaviour is shown in
figure 7. Where the blue circles represent the susceptible
devices within the network, the orange crosses represent the
exposed devices, the red stars represent the infected devices
and the green squares represent the recovered devices. Fig-
ure 7 also shows the condition of the system when it reaches
the steady-state, which will be later validated using the final
value theorem (FVT).

We also proved the system stability when Ro < 1 as
shown in figure 6.b where we can see that the amount of
nodes within the state SS are the ones that experience con-
tinuous growth in time, eventually allowing to the system to
become disease free. Then we tested the system for different
spreading rate values (β), which allowed us to identify that

TABLE 3: Enterprise Epidemic Simulation Values.

Parameter Value

SS 0.70
ES 0.10
IS 0.10
RS 0.10

β (Ro > 1) 0.5060
β (Ro < 1) 0.0500

ǫ 0.0903
γ 0.0668
α 0.0055

the higher this value the more infectious the system becomes
as shown in figure 8. Where the infectious class nodes (IS)
versus the susceptible class nodes (SS) behaviour over the
time is presented. The system behaviour is clearly determined
by the transition rates, thus it is crucial to have as much
control as possible over them. Well defined security policies
will help to reduce the amount of vulnerable devices that can
be infected. However, attackers can take advantage of zero-
day vulnerabilities to infect devices. For such cases a fast
detection of anomaly behaviour is required to identify which
devices could be infected and act accordingly to help to stop
the spread of the malware.
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B. SERVICE PROVIDER MODEL SIMULATIONS

The transition parameters used for the simulations are taken
from the Zika model proposed in [10], which correspond to
βS=0.9688, ǫS=0.1174, γS=0.1137 and αS=0.0710 for the
switches and βC=0.2610 (Ro > 1), βC=0.1000 (Ro < 1),
ǫC=0.1174, γC=0.1137 and αC=0.071 for the controllers.
We established the initial conditions to be {SS , ES , IS , RS}
= {0.55, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15} and {SC , EC , IC , RC} = {0.55,
0.15, 0.15, 0.15} (Table 4). To prove the stability of the
system we perform the simulations when Ro > 1 as shown
in figure 11.a. Also, we proved the system stability when
Ro < 1 as shown in figure 11.b where we can see that the
amount of nodes within the states SS and SC are the ones that
experience continuous growth in time, eventually allowing
to the system to become disease free. Then we tested the
system for different spreading rate values βC , which allowed
us to identify that the higher this value the more infectious
the system becomes. Not only in regards to the controllers,
but also the forwarding devices are affected by such changes.
When we increase the value of βC , the amount of infected
controllers increases exponentially as shown in figure 9.
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FIGURE 9: Susceptible compartment behaviour versus In-
fectious compartment behaviour of Controllers in SP Model.

Meanwhile, the number of infected switches has a linear
increase due to the controller infection rate as shown in
figure 10.

We found that when the reproduction number Ro increases
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FIGURE 10: Susceptible compartment behaviour versus In-
fectious compartment behaviour of Switches in SP Model.

TABLE 4: SP Epidemic Simulation Values.

Parameter Value

SS , SC 0.55
ES , EC 0.15
IS , IC 0.15
RS , RC 0.15

βS 0.9688
ǫS , ǫC 0.1174
γS , γC 0.1137
αS , αC 0.0710

βC (Ro > 1) 0.2610
βC (Ro < 1) 0.1000

in both scenarios, the botnet malware is able to rapidly spread
among the SDN devices. The proposed models allow to
identify that maintaining and ensuring low infection rates and
a high recovery rates would stop the spread of botnet malware
within SDN networks. Thus, the main goal is to keep Ro as
low as possible, and try to have it lower than 1 to avoid the
infection spread at all. Such achievement could be obtained
by following well defined security methodologies, policies
and processes. Such as patching and hardening the operating
system running in the devices; running vulnerabilities as-
sessments in well defined periods of times; doing periodical
checks of the systems and identify possible infections; and
safeguarding the communication channels that are being used
by the SDN devices.

C. THEORETICAL MODEL VALIDATION

In order to validate the proposed models we applied the
final value theorem (FVT) used in control systems to the
resultant ordinary differential equations (ODEs) of the En-
terprise Epidemic Model. The FVT allows to calculate the
asymptotic value of a signal (steady-state value) [46]. The
FVT is used to determine this value when the time signal
function is not available, but the function in the s domain
is known or can be calculated. For our specific scenario
we can get the Laplace transform of the enterprise model
system of ODEs represented in eq.(2) to set the system into
the s domain. Then, we computationally solve the system
of equations using MATLAB, in order to find the values of
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FIGURE 11: Reproduction Number Stability Analysis - Service Provider Scenario - Susceptible (S), Exposed (E), Infected (I)
and Recovered (R).

SS(s), ES(s), IS(s) and RS(s), where:

SS(s) = L{SS(t)}

ES(s) = L{ES(t)}

IS(s) = L{IS(t)}

RS(s) = L{RS(t)}

(20)

Finally, we apply the FVT represented in (21) to the
previous equations to calculate the steady-state values.

lim
t→∞

ωE(t) = lim
s→0

sΩE(s) = ωE∞ (21)

Where ΩE(s) = L{ωE(t)} and the steady-state value of
the system is defined as ωE∞ = {SS∞, ES∞, IS∞, RS∞}.

According to our simulations, the enterprise model has
two different possibilities for its steady-states values, the
first one when Ro > 1 and the second one when Ro < 1
as shown in figure 6. The steady-state values estimated in
the simulations when Ro > 1 are the following for each
compartment: SS = 0.1321, ES = 0.0462, IS = 0.0624
and RS = 0.7593. Meanwhile, the steady-state values when
Ro < 1 are SS = 1 and ES = SS = RS = 0. The calculated
values obtained using the FVT must match the ones we found
in the simulations. After solving the system of equations in
the s domain, we obtained 2 functions for each state. We set
the same initial conditions used in the simulations in order to
assign values to the transition rates in the equations. Finally,
we solve 21 for each node and function in the s domain.
The solution for the first functions of each node provide the
following results: SS = 0.1120, ES = 0.0533, IS = 0.0720
and RS = 0.7627, which correspond to the system when
Ro > 1. As we can see the values have a difference of
±0.0100 compared to the simulated values as consequence
of computational errors during the estimations. However,
the solution for the second functions of each node were the
following: SS = 1 and ES = SS = RS = 0, which is equal
to the results simulated when Ro < 1. Then, it is possible to
say that the model satisfies the FVT, thus the model has been
theoretically validated. The service provider model followed
the same design considerations as the enterprise model. Then,

it is possible to conclude that is a valid model as the enterprise
model.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The COVID-19 pandemic triggered a huge shift in everyone’s
ways of work and lifestyle, while exponentially increasing
the growth of DDoS attacks [2]. The attacks targeted critical
infrastructure during the pandemic, such as e-commerce,
healthcare and educational services using high-throughput
attacks generated from botnet armies. Such attacks were
designed to quickly overwhelm and take down victims with
short-burst attacks. Therefore, understanding the infection
behaviour of botnets becomes relevant for the prevention and
mitigation of DDoS attacks.

We present two models regarding the botnet infection
dynamics in SDN following the same fashion as in human
diseases. The proposed models consider more comprehensive
factors when compared to existing models, like the pos-
sibility of having an infection vector between the control
and data plane as we propose in the SP scenario. Thus, we
propose two epidemic models to represent botnet propagation
among SDN devices for two different scenarios. The first
proposed model analyses the dynamics for SDN enterprise
networks using a SEIRS model. The second one is designed
for the infection process in SDN service provider networks,
and it is a SEIRS-SEIRS model. We compare our models
with the approaches used for Zika and COVID-19 diseases
because they share equivalent infection vectors. In specific,
the enterprise model shares similarities with the COVID-19
models proposed so far [6]. While the service provider (SP)
model is comparable to models in which zoonoses is present,
such as the Zika virus [10], where infection amid different
species is possible. Both scenarios are represented using the
compartmental modelling approach, in such a way that the
models can be applied to any other kind of networks as long
as they have similar infection vectors. Ordinary differential
equations (ODEs) have been used to analyse and simulate
the proposed epidemics dynamics. For such purpose, the re-
production number Ro is obtained using the next generation
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matrix (NGM) approach in both cases. Next, the stability
of the systems was proved and the infection behaviour was
studied under different environments. Finally, we presented
the theoretical model validation using the final value theorem
(FVT) by finding the steady-state values of the systems.
The steady-state values are relevant to our models since
they provide a better understanding of the epidemic process.
Such understanding is fundamental in the development of
prevention and mitigation techniques for SDN. The proposed
models provide a wider insight about the bot recruitment
cycle, which is essential when studying DDoS attacks.
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